
LEDGESTONE GREY— MODULAR FENCING SYSTEM  
 
Complete Stone Fencing System—That is fast and easy to build.  
- elements can be used to build small garden architectures including 
flower beds, bench bases etc.  
- Complete solution—also available  



DRYSTONE STACKED MODULAR FENCING SYSTEM  
 
 
Elements : 

Name Preview 
Dimensions (L-W-T) 

approx Weight Packing in a BOX Amount of designs 

wall block short 
 

15,5 x 10,8 x 7 cm up to 2,5 kg 

3x long 

3x medium               
3x short 

6 visually different 

designs 

wall block medium 
 

23,5 x 10,8 x 7 cm up to 3,5 kg 

3x long 

3x medium               
3x short 

6 visually different 

designs 

wall block   long 
 

39,0 x 10,8 x 7 cm up to 6,0 kg 

3x long 

3x medium               
3x short 

6 visually different 

designs 

 pillar block 
 

24,0 x 10,8 x 7 cm up to 3,5 kg 10 pieces in the box 
8 visually different 

designs 

pillar block with cut-
out 

 
24,0 x 10,8 x 7 cm up to 2,5 kg 12 pieces in the box 

2 visually different 
designs 

WALL CAP  
 

49,5 x 23,0 x 7 cm 14 kg sale in pieces 1 design 

PILLAR CAP  
 

42,0 x 42,0 x 7 cm 22 kg sale in pieces 1 design 

PILLAR BLOCKS 
All pillar blocks have the same size. The individual layers of the pillar are formed by overlapping in the corner. In layers where the 

fence wall—plinth is connected, a block with a cut out is used. In the example below, the wall connection is in two layers. The blocks 

and layers are glued with cement glue. After hardening, the column is poured with steel-reinforced concrete. 

Ex- p le of p lan of two columns and a wall 1170mm . 

WALL Blocks  
Fence Wall / plinth is build from 3, different size blocks Long—390 mm, Medium 235 mm and Short of 155 mm. Correct laying pattern 

below with colours reflecting the length of block used. . The individual layers of the pillar are formed by overlapping in the corner. In 

layers where the fence wall—plinth is connected, a block with a cut out is used. In the example below, the wall connection is in two 

layers. The blocks and layers are glued with cement glue. After hardening, the column is poured with steel-reinforced concrete. 



DRYSTONE STACKED MODULAR FENCING SYSTEM  
 


